Wednesday, January 3, 2018

9 am – 7 pm
AALS Registration

12 noon – 6 pm
AALS Exhibit Hall – The Meeting Place
Join us in the Exhibit Hall to see exciting new products and the latest technologies in legal education. Whether you’re looking for innovative ways to enhance the teaching experience or just want to check out the latest publications, there is something for everyone. And be sure to stop by the “Meeting Place.” The comfortable lounge area is perfect for impromptu meetings or just to relax for a few minutes. Enjoy complimentary coffee, tea, pastries and cookies during the scheduled time periods as you catch up with colleagues and map out your meeting experience.

1:30 – 5 pm

[3030] Contemplative Space for Registrants
This technology-free space is available for quiet contemplation and individual restoration for those attending the annual meeting. The Section on Balance in Legal Education has scheduled daily guided group meditations as well as mindful-movement activities throughout the conference.

1:30 – 3:15 pm

[3040] AALS Discussion Group – What is Fraud Anyway?
[3090] Economic Globalization and Governance – Committed Scholarship: The Role of the Academy when Globalization and Corporate Responsibility are under Assault from Narrow-Minded Populace

[3100] Indian Nations and Indigenous Peoples - 150 Years Later: The 1868 Treaties and Modern Sovereignty
[3120] Jewish Law – Copyright and Jewish Law
[3140] Transactional Law and Skills – Access to Justice and Transactional Law

2 – 5 pm

[3150] Associate Deans for Academic Affairs and Research – Distance Education in Law Schools: Exploring Issues and Best Practices
[3160] Law and Economics – Law and Economics

3:30 – 5:15 pm

[3170] AALS Discussion Group – Access to Justice in the Age of Technology, Television, and Trump

3:30 – 5:15 pm

[3190] Disability Law, Co-Sponsored by Election Law, Law and Mental Disability, and Legislation and Law of the Political Process – Could We Pass the ADA Today? Disability Rights in an Age of Partisan Polarization
[3195] Empirical Study of Legal Education and the Legal Profession – Framing an Agenda for the Work to Come
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3:30 – 5:15 pm

[3200] International Law, Co-Sponsored by International Human Rights – The Relevance of Borders to International Law

[3210] Law and Religion – Governance, Resistance, and Rejection: Religion and Politics Now


[3230] New Law Professors – Enhancing Your Teaching Skills Before, During, and After Class

[3240] Pre-Legal Education and Admission to Law School – How to Adapt Your Outreach Efforts, Admissions Process and Law School Community to Ensure Your Culture is Welcoming to Transgender and Gender Fluid Students

[3250] Pro-Bono & Public Service Opportunities – Preparing the Next Generation of Leaders: Mobilizing Students and Community Partner Collaboration to Respond to the Unexpected

4:30 - 5:30 pm

[3255] Special Events in AALS Exhibit Hall

Visit the Exhibit Hall today from 3:30 to 4:30 pm for a special hour of live product demonstrations and interactive displays featuring the latest products and services designed to help you navigate the rapidly changing environment of legal education. Representatives will be on hand to showcase their products for keeping you and your school competitive and delivering the best learning experience possible. Enjoy complimentary food and beverages provided by our exhibitors while meeting featured authors and checking out the new releases from leading publishers.

5:30 – 6:30 pm

[3260] AALS Arc of Career Program: A Session for First Time Meeting Attendees – What is AALS and Why Does It Matter for My Career? And How Do I Get the Most Out of the Annual Meeting?

This session is intended for new law professors and administrators, especially those who have never attended an AALS Annual Meeting. After a quick introduction to the organization, members at various stages of their careers will briefly discuss their experiences with AALS. There will also be a candid discussion of why people attend the Annual Meeting and what they hope to get out of it. New members will have the opportunity to sign up for AALS sections. Members of the AALS leadership structure will be in attendance, and there will be time to have a dialogue with them about their AALS experiences.

5:30 – 6:30 pm

[3270] Agricultural and Food Law Business Meeting

[3275] Agency, Partnership, LLC’s and Unincorporated Associations Business Meeting

[3280] International Legal Exchange Business and North American Cooperation Joint Business Meeting

[3290] Law, Medicine, and Health Care Business Meeting

[3300] Natural Resources and Energy Law Business Meeting

[3305] Pro-Bono & Public Service Opportunities Business Meeting

6:30 – 7:30 pm

Twelve Step Meeting

6:30 -9 pm

[3330] AALS Law and Film Series – The Feature Film Selection: My Cousin Vinny (1992)

The Law and Film Series presents films chosen for their cinematic and legal value, identifying film resources for possible classroom instructional purposes, as well as for raising general awareness of the connection between law and film. For each of the two nights of film showings, we will present films chosen by the AALS Annual Meeting Film Advisory Committee. There will be brief discussions and commentary in connection with the films.

My Cousin Vinny is an American comedy film directed by Jonathan Lynn. The film deals with two young New Yorkers traveling through rural Alabama who are arrested and put on trial for a murder they did not commit and the comical attempts of a cousin, Vincent Gambini, a lawyer fresh out of law school, to defend them. Much of the humor comes from the contrasting personalities of the brash Italian-American New Yorkers, Vinny and his fiancée Mona Lisa, and the more reserved Southern townspeople. The film stars Joe Pesci, Ralph Macchio, Marisa Tomei, Mitchell Whitfield, Lane Smith, Bruce McGill, and Fred Gwynne. Tomei won the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress. After the film, there will be a moderated discussion.
Thursday, January 4, 2018

7 am – 7 pm
AALS Registration

9 am – 6 pm
AALS Exhibit Hall – The Meeting Place

7:30 – 8:45 am
[1401] Agricultural and Food Law Breakfast
Ticket price $45 per person.
[1403] Conflict of Laws Breakfast
Ticket price $45 per person.
[1404] Property Law Breakfast
Ticket price $45 per person.

8 am – 5:30 pm
[4030] Contemplative Space for Registrants
This technology-free space is available for quiet contemplation and individual restoration for those attending the annual meeting. The Section on Balance in Legal Education has scheduled daily guided group meditations as well as mindful-movement activities throughout the conference.

8:30 am – 5 pm
[1450] Environmental Law, Natural Resources & Energy Law Joint Field Trip – The Transnational Ecosystem of California’s Southwestern Corner
Ticket price: $85 per person
Participant on this field trip will learn about coastal and water supply issues in Southern California and our international relations with Mexico on these subjects. The Tijuana River is a treaty waterway between the U.S. and Mexico, although far less well known than the Colorado River and the Rio Grande River. Its mouth, south of San Diego, is protected as a National Estuarine Research Reserve. The Carlsbad Desalination Plant, a little north of San Diego, opened in late 2016 as an alternative water supply system to the State Water Project and Colorado River deliveries. It uses state-of-the-art technology to reduce energy consumption, and the plant owners restored and protected hundreds of acres of coastal wetlands as part of the project. Together, these two sites allow attendees to explore the international, ecological, and energy considerations involved in keeping Southern California supplied with fresh water. A box lunch is included in the field trip fee.

Participants should meet at 8:15 am at the Marriott Marquis, North Tower/Level One, Pacific Ballroom Drive, to depart at 8:30 am by bus for the field trip. You will return to the Marriott Marquis by 5 pm.

AALS now follows PCI Data Compliance Standards. We can accept your payment for the field trip up to 24 hours in advance, but in order to meet standards, we will not be selling tickets on the day of the field trip. Participants will need to sign a waiver of liability to participate in this off-site field trip.

8:30 – 10:15 am
[4040] AALS Opening Plenary Session– Access to Justice
Moderator: Paul Marcus, William & Mary Law School
Speakers:
Cara Drinan, The Catholic University of America
The Honorable S. Bernard Goodwyn, Justice, Supreme Court of Virginia
Alex R. Gulotta, Executive Director, Bay Area Legal Aid
Martha Minow, Vice Chair, Legal Services Corporation

These are difficult times in the United States for poor people in need of vital legal assistance. Criminal defense lawyers are overwhelmed with enormous caseloads and defendants may be afforded little time to consult with their attorneys. The problems with civil justice are just as severe. Thousands of our fellow citizens are unable to receive help with legal problems because of routinely underfunded legal aid programs.

AALS President Paul Marcus welcomes four nationally prominent and thoughtful individuals who will discuss with him the problems they see with access to justice. They will, in addition, propose solutions that might actually make a genuine difference in providing the kind of legal assistance our nation aspires to.

10:30 am – 4:30 pm
[4050] Law, Medicine, and Health Care, Co-Sponsored by Aging and the Law, Biolaw, and Law and Mental Disability – The Transformation of American Health Care

[4060] Student Services – Advancing Excellence for Our Students and Ourselves

10:30 am – 12:15 pm
[4065] AALS Committee on Recruitment and Retention of Minority Law Teachers and Students – On the Front Line: The Role and Position of Clinical Faculty of Color in Challenging Times

[4070] AALS Site Evaluation Workshop
Every seven years a site visit team made up of law professors, university administrators, and practitioners/judges visits member law schools as part of the ABA accreditation/AALS membership review process. The AALS appoints one member (the AALS reporter) to the ABA/AALS sabbatical site team. The reporter is a member of the joint team and also writes an additional report for the AALS focusing on the organization's core values. This workshop is designed for those who serve, or are
interested in serving, as the AALS reporter, as well as schools that will be visited in the coming academic year. Speakers will discuss AALS core values, materials available to the AALS reporter, the site visit and membership review process, and the AALS questionnaire schools must complete prior to a site visit. The workshop also provides essential information about the ABA sabbatical process, as the AALS reporter also functions as a full member of the site team and will have responsibility for a portion of the ABA report.

10:30 am – 12:15 pm

[4080] AALS Arc of Career Program – Design Thinking for Law Professors
[4090] AALS Open Source Program – Mainstreaming Feminism
[4215] Africa – Children’s Rights and Responsibilities in Africa
[4130] Conflict of Laws – Crossing Borders: Mapping the Future of Conflict of Laws Scholarship
[4150] Graduate Programs for Non-U.S. Lawyers, Co-Sponsored by International Legal Exchange and North American Cooperation – Focus on the Facts: Teaching Civil-Law Trained Lawyers to Work with Facts in U.S. Legal Writing
[4160] Law and Sports – Legal Implications of Social and Political Activism in Sports
[4170] Legal Writing, Reasoning, and Research, Co-Sponsored by Clinical Legal Education – Tips from the Trenches: Teaching Students to Help Social Justice Practitioners from First Year to Graduation
[4180] Property Law – Structural Facilitation of Property Markets
[4190] Scholarship – The Role of AALS in Legal Scholarship

The service project will be held at Mama's Kitchen (http://www.mamaskitchen.org/), a community-driven organization that provides nutrition support to men, women, and children affected by AIDS or cancer who are vulnerable to hunger. Mama's Kitchen strives to help clients stay healthy, preserve their dignity, and keep their families together by providing free, culturally appropriate home-delivered meals, along with pantry services and nutrition education. Participants will prepare meals and pack grocery bags to be delivered to those in need. Close-toed shoes are required and sleeveless shirts are prohibited. Hats may be worn or hairnets will be provided.

The service project site (3960 Home Ave.) is 3.7 miles from the Annual Meeting, and participants are asked to provide their own transportation. Those interested in ride-sharing should meet in the Marriott Marquis lobby at 12 noon to depart at 12:15 pm. Participants will need to sign a waiver of liability to participate in this off-site project.

12:15 – 1:30 pm

[1405] Constitutional Law and Legal History Joint Luncheon
Ticket price $75 per person.
[1406] Legal Writing, Reasoning, and Research Luncheon
Ticket price $75 per person.
[1407] Student Services Luncheon
Ticket price $75 per person.

1:30 – 3:15 pm

[4200] AALS Arc of Career Program – So You Want to Publish a Book
This panel will explore advice on book publishing from the perspectives of several university press acquisitions editors, authors, a law book publisher, and a leading literary agent. The last 15 minutes will be reserved for informal conversations between panelists and audience members.

[4210] AALS Open Source Program – Visual and Popular Culture Imagery in Legal Education
[4230] Antitrust and Economic Regulation – Politics in Antitrust
[4240] Commercial and Related Consumer Law and Real Estate Transactions Joint Program – Exploring New Frontiers in Real Estate Development
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1:30 – 3:15 pm
[4250] Education Law, Co-Sponsored by Constitutional Law and State and Local Government Law – Law, Politics, and the Public University
[4260] International Human Rights, Co-Sponsored by Immigration Law – Immigrant Rights Under the Trump Administration
[4270] Post-Graduate Legal Education – Beyond the JD: The Evolution of Law School Post-JD & Non-JD Programs

1:30 – 3:15 pm

1:30 – 4:30 pm
[4300] Balance in Legal Education - Strengths-Based Access to Justice, Lawyering, and Legal Education
[4310] Comparative Law and Law and South Asian Studies Joint Program – Global Trends in Election Law: Comparative Perspectives
[4320] Constitutional Law and Legal History Joint Program – Reconstruction: The Second Founding

1:30 – 4:45 pm
[4330] Institutional Advancement

3:30 – 4:30 pm
[4340] Administrative Law – New Voices in Administrative Law
[4350] Labor Relations and Employment Law, Co-Sponsored by Employment Discrimination Law – New and Emerging Voices in Workplace Law
[4355] Law, Medicine, and Health Care – Works in Progress Session for New Law and Medicine Scholars
[4360] Legal Writing, Reasoning, and Research – New Scholars’ Showcase

[4390] Securities Regulation – Emerging Voices in Securities Regulation
[4400] Socio-Economics – Teaching and Scholarship in a Polarized Society: A Roundtable for New Law Teachers
[4420] Technology, Law, and Legal Education – Teaching Through Technology

3:30 – 4:30 pm
[4430] AALS House of Representatives, First Meeting
Representatives from all member schools are expected to attend this meeting of the House of Representatives. All law school teachers are invited to attend.

4:30 – 6 pm
[4440] AALS Opening Reception
Meet your colleagues and kick off the Annual Meeting with an Opening Reception for all meeting attendees. The reception, with beverages and light appetizers, will be held in the Exhibit Hall, located in the Grand Ballroom of the Marriott Marquis San Diego. We encourage you to take the opportunity to visit with the exhibiting companies during the reception to learn about new products and services available to the law school community.

6 – 7 pm
Twelve Step Meeting

Friday, January 5, 2018

7 am – 6 pm
AALS Registration

8 am – 3 pm
AALS Exhibit Hall – The Meeting Place

7 – 8:30 am

7:30 – 8:30 am
[5025] Academic Support Business Meeting
[5030] Environmental Law Business Meeting
[5040] Federal Courts Business Meeting
[5045] Law School Administration and Finance Business Meeting
[5050] Technology, Law, and Legal Education Business Meeting
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8 am – 4 pm

[5060] AALS Law School Deans Forum Program - Effective Deaning
Deans at Member and Fee-Paid law schools will receive additional information and the opportunity to sign up for this special program.

8 am – 5:30 pm

[5070] Contemplative Space for Registrants
This technology-free space is available for quiet contemplation and individual restoration for those attending the annual meeting. The Section on Balance in Legal Education has scheduled daily guided group meditations as well as mindful-movement activities throughout the conference.

8:45 am – 5 pm

[5080] Institutional Advancement

9 am – 12 noon

[5090] AALS Scholarly Paper Presentation
To encourage and recognize excellent legal scholarship and to broaden participation by new law teachers in the Annual Meeting program, the association sponsored a call for papers for the 32nd annual AALS Scholarly Papers Competition. Those who have been full-time law teachers at an AALS member or fee-paid school for five years or less on July 1, 2017, were invited to submit a paper on a topic related to or concerning law by August 4, 2017. A committee of established scholars reviewed the submitted papers with the authors’ identities concealed. The author of the selected winning paper will present and discuss their paper.

[5100] AALS Arc of Career Program – Opportunities and Challenges for Faculty of Color in Skills-Focused Law Teaching and Law Administration

[5110] AALS Discussion Group – Community Economic Development is Access to Justice


[5130] Agency, Partnership, LLC’s, and Unincorporated Associations, Co-Sponsored by Securities Regulation and Taxation – The Challenges and Opportunities of Exotic Hybrids: Series LLC’s, Up-C’s, and Master Limited Partnerships

[5140] Civil Procedure, Co-Sponsored by Litigation – Developments in Civil Procedure


[5170] Insurance Law – Emerging Issues in Insurance Law


[5190] Islamic Law, Co-Sponsored by Comparative Law – Islamic Jurisprudence, Civil Rights, and Social Justice

[5200] Legislation and the Political Process – Congressional Procedure, Politics and Power


[5220] Technology, Law, and Legal Education – Technology Matters

10:30 am – 12:15 pm

[5230] AALS Open Source Program – The Genetic Non-Discrimination Act (GINA) at 10 Years

[5240] AALS Discussion Group – Professional Identity Development Tools to Help Law Students Meet the Needs of Today’s Clients

[5250] AALS Open Source Program – The Genetic Non-Discrimination Act (GINA) at 10 Years

[5260] Art Law, Co-Sponsored by Intellectual Property – Pop Culture and Fan Art

[5270] Business Associations, Co-Sponsored by Securities Regulation – Institutional Investors and Corporate Governance


[5290] Law Libraries and Legal Information – Using Leadership Skills to Innovate, Motivate, and Collaborate

[5300] Litigation – American-Style Litigation: A Force for Good or Ill?
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10:30 am – 12:15 pm

[5320] Nonprofit and Philanthropy Law, Co-Sponsored by Election Law – The Use of Nonprofit Organizations in Political Campaigns

[5330] Taxation – Tax Legislation in the 116th Congress

12:15 – 1:30 pm

[1410] Clinical Legal Education Luncheon
Ticket price $75 per person.

[1411] Law Libraries and Legal Information Luncheon
Ticket price $75 per person.

[1412] Minority Groups Luncheon
Ticket price $75 per person.

12:15 – 1:30 pm

[1413] Socio-Economics Luncheon
Ticket price $75 per person.

12:30 – 1:30 pm

[1414] Institutional Advancement Luncheon
This luncheon is included in the Institutional Advancement Professionals registration fee. For those registering for the complete Annual Meeting, this luncheon ticket must be purchased separately for $75 per person.

1:30 – 3:15 pm

[5340] AALS Discussion Group – A Unique Approach to Access to Justice: Training Lawyers Ready to Serve

[5350] AALS Open Source Program – Civil Rights Enforcement and Administrative Law in the Trump Era


[5365] East Asian Law & Society – Call for Papers: Research in Progress on East Asian Law & Society

[5370] Federal Courts and Remedies Joint Program – Federal Court Remedies Against the Executive


[5400] Law and Mental Disability, Co-Sponsored by Disability Law, Family and Juvenile Law, and Law, Medicine, and Health Care – Legal Capacity at the Crossroads: Mental Disability and Family Law


[5420] Part-Time Division Programs, Co-Sponsored by Pre-Legal Education and Admission to Law School – Experiential Learning – ABA Standards 303 and 304: How to Effectively Offer Clinical Education to Evening Students


4:30 – 5:30 pm

[5460] AALS House of Representatives, Second Meeting
Representatives from all member schools are expected to attend this meeting of the House of Representatives. All law school teachers are invited to attend.

5:30 – 6:30 pm

Twelve Step Meeting

6:30 – 9 pm

[5480] AALS Law and Film Series – The Documentary Film Selection: Gideon’s Army (2013)

The film follows the personal stories of Travis Williams, Brandy Alexander and June Hardwick, three young public defenders who are part of a small group of idealistic lawyers in the Deep South challenging the assumptions that drive a criminal justice system strained to the breaking point. Backed by mentor Jonathan “Rap” Rapping, a charismatic leader who heads the Southern Public Defender Training Center (now known as Gideon’s Promise) they struggle against long hours, low pay and staggering caseloads so common that even the most committed often give up in their first year. Nearly 50 years since the landmark Supreme Court ruling Gideon vs. Wainwright that established the right to counsel, can these courageous lawyers revolutionize the way America thinks about indigent defense and make “justice for all” a reality?
Saturday, January 6, 2018

7 am – 5 pm
AALS Registration

7 – 8 am
Twelve Step Meeting

7:30 – 8:30 am

[6030] Planning Meeting and Continental Breakfast for 2017 and 2018 Section Officers

The AALS invites Section Officers to attend this breakfast. We encourage Section Chairs to invite the 2018 Chair-Elect and up to two other section members such as the Treasurer, the Program Chair or the Newsletter Editor to the breakfast. At this year’s program, AALS President Wendy C. Perdue will discuss her theme for the 2019 Annual Meeting to be held in New Orleans. In addition, members of the Committee on Sections will provide suggestions for the successful operation of your Section.

7 – 8:30 am

[1415] Post Graduate Legal Education Breakfast
Ticket price $45 per person.

[1416] State and Local Government Law Breakfast
Ticket price $45 per person.

8 am – 5:30 pm

[6040] Contemplative Space for Registrants

This technology-free space is available for quiet contemplation and individual restoration for those attending the annual meeting. The Section on Balance in Legal Education has scheduled daily guided group meditations as well as mindful-movement activities throughout the conference.

8:45 am – 4 pm

[6050] AALS Workshop for Pretenured Law School Teachers of Color

8:30 am – 12 noon

[6100] Creditors’ and Debtors’ Rights – The ABI Commission on Consumer Bankruptcy: How Can Academic Research Inform the Commission’s Deliberations?

[6110] Graduate Programs for Non-U.S. Lawyers, Co-Sponsored by International Legal Exchange and North American Cooperation – Added Value: Programming for International LL.M. Professional and Personal Development

[6120] Jurisprudence - Philosophy, Criminal Law, and the Present Crisis

[6130] Law and the Humanities - Blade Runners, Hosts, and Lawyers: Communicating Images of Access to Rights and Justice for Robots and Other Artificial Intelligence

[6140] Professional Responsibility - The Ethics of Legal Education

[6150] State and Local Government Law – Intergovernmental Relations During the Trump Administration

8:30 am – 12 noon

[6160] AALS Arc of Career Program – Leadership Development in Law Schools

8:45 am – 5:30 pm

[6180] Socio-Economics - Access to Socio-Economic Justice

9 am – 12 noon

[6170] AALS Symposium - Why Intellectual Diversity Matters

[6175] Poverty Law Field Trip – A Visit to Chicano Park

Chicano Park was designated a national historic monument and features numerous murals that activists painted in the 1970s underneath a highway overpass as part of cultural resistance to the displacement of their communities in Barrio Logan (a Mexican American neighborhood in San Diego). On this field trip, participants will learn about the socio-legal history of a San Diego neighborhood that adapted creatively to late twentieth century urban renewal policies and is once again facing gentrification processes. In addition, we hope it will stimulate participants to interrogate similar neighborhood processes in the cities and towns where they live and teach.

To attend this field trip, please sign-up through AALS Registration, and while AALS will not be collecting a fee in advance for this field trip, please note there is a roundtrip trolley fare of $5.00 which participants will pay at the boarding of the trolley. There is no entry fee to Chicano Park. Participants should plan to meet in the Marriott Marquis lobby at 9 am to walk to the nearest station of the San Diego Trolley. Participants will need to sign a waiver of liability to participate in this off-site field trip.
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9 am – 12 noon


[6210] Women in Legal Education – Whispered Conversations Amplified

10:30 am – 12:15 pm

[6220] AALS Discussion Group – Foreign Interference in Elections

[6230] Employee Benefits and Executive Compensation, Co-Sponsored by Insurance Law and Taxation – Saving for Healthcare

[6240] Evidence – Daubert After 25 Years: A Prospective Look at the Next Great Challenges in Expert Reliability


[6260] For the Law School Dean – Crisis Communication: You Need a Plan

[6270] Law and Anthropology – Critical Inquiry for Critical Times: Cutting-Edge Works in Anthropology of Law

[6280] Law and the Social Sciences – Social Sciences and the Expert Witness


10:30 am – 12:15 pm

[6300] North American Cooperation, Co-Sponsored by Graduate Programs for Non-U.S. Lawyers and International Legal Exchange – What Would a New NAFTA Look Like?


12:15 – 1:30 pm

[1417] Criminal Justice and Evidence Joint Luncheon
Ticket price $75 per person.

[1418] East Asian Law and Society Luncheon
Ticket price $75 per person.

[1419] Financial Institutions and Consumer Financial Services Luncheon
Ticket price $75 per person.

[1420] Women in Legal Education Luncheon
Ticket price $75 per person.

1:30 – 3:15 pm


[6350] Continuing Legal Education – The Value of CLE in Fostering Alumni Relations

[6360] Criminal Justice – Terry at Fifty: On the Books and On the Ground

[6370] East Asian Law and Society, Co-Sponsored by Graduate Programs for Non-U.S. Lawyers and International Legal Exchange – New Directions in U.S.-Based Law Studies for Foreigners

[6380] Immigration Law – Immigration Adjudication in an Era of Mass Deportation

[6385] Internet and Computer Law – Influencing Information in the Internet Age


[6420] Women in Legal Education – Speed Mentoring

3:30 – 5:15 pm

[6430] Balance in Legal Education – Applying Positive Psychology and Strengths-Oriented Approaches in Teaching

[6440] Criminal Justice – Criminal Law and Procedure Works in Progress

3:30 – 5:15 pm

[6450] Immigration Law – Immigration Law Works in Progress
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3:30 – 5:15 pm

[6480] Professional Responsibility – Professional Responsibility Works in Progress for Junior Professors


5:30 – 6:30 pm

[6500] AALS Reception for Legal Educators from Law Schools Outside the United States

Law increasingly exists in a global context, both in the delivery of legal services and legal education itself. As educators, we aspire to help students develop the global competencies and connections needed for them to take part fully in the future of the legal profession. A more international perspective can also enrich our own scholarship and teaching. AALS invites legal educators from outside the United States to attend this reception held in their honor. The reception will provide an opportunity to mingle with colleagues from law schools all around the globe and forge important potential partnerships and connections.